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Recent modelling studies [1], [2] have shown that it is possible to 
develop simple analytical expressions for the scattering of flat-bottom 
holes and spheres that can be used for quantitative ultrasonic 
calibration measurements. In the flat-bottom hole case these models have 
been tested experimentally, yielding excellent agreement even well into 
the near-field region of the transducer [3]. 
Here we will describe how similar modelling concepts can be used to 
predict the measured pulse-echo response of an arbitrary reference 
scatterer on the axis of a piston transducer in a fluid. The model makes 
no apriori assumptions about either the shape or material property of the 
scatterer and does not require that the scatter necessarily be in the 
far-field of the transducer. Thus, the model demonstrates how the 
far-field measurement model of Thompson and Gray [4] can be extended, for 
this configuration, to the near-field while still retaining explicit 
analytical express ions that can be easily calculated. 
THE MODEL 
The scattering model developed here is based on four main ideas: 
(1) the use of a superposition of plane waves to produce the incident 
bounded sound beam from a piston source, (2) the use of the T-matrix form 
of the scattered waves to express the response of the scatterer to the 
finite beam in terms of spherical waves, (3) the transformation from 
spherical wave to cylindrical wave coordinates so that the scattered 
waves can be suitably averaged over the receiving transducer surface, and 
finally (4) the use of high frequency asymptotics and far-field 
scattering amplitude express ions to reduce the model to the sum of simple 
analytical expressions. Below we outline briefly each part of the 
resulting model. 
lncident and scattered waves 
Consider an arbitrary flaw immersed in a fluid medium and subjected 
to an incident plane wave propagating in a general direction, ~<' as 
shown in Fig. 1. lt is well known that the incident plane wave pressure, 
pinc, can be expressed in terms of spherical (standing) waves as [5]: 
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Fig. 1. Plane wave incident on an arbitrary scatterer in a fluid . 
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where k is the wavenumber and 
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with ~ ~ R~R in spherical coordinates and where (e ~ . Q>~) are the spherical 
coordinates of the ineident wave direetion ~~ (Fig. 1). Similarly, the 
pressure in the waves seattered from the flaw, can be represented in 
spherieal wave form as 
p s catt ( 3 ) 
where the T-matrix is determined explicitly from the flaw geometry ( 6 ). 
Bounded beam solutions 
Uberall (7) has shown how the ineident bounded beam pressure , P~~ m , 
generated from a eireular piston transdueer radiating with a uniform 
veloeity Vo (Fig . 2) ean be generated through a superposition of the 
ineident waves, pine. Explieitly, this superposition is 
(4) 
where 
(5) 
and p is the density of the fluid. From eqs . (3), (4), (5) this bounded 
ineident beam then produees a seattered pressure , Pb~~:':, given by 
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Fig. 2. Bounded beam (piston source) incident on an arbitrary scatterer 
in a fluid. 
scatt p beam 
where 
I f I I T pqmII~( a ml)h~I)(kR)Y qp(~R) 
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[(2m+l)(m-l)I]1I2 Ö (_l)l(i)m . 
10 n(m+l)1 
and 0'0 is the kronecker delta. 
The reception process 
(6) 
(1) 
It is the scattered wavefield in eq . (6) that impinges on the piston 
transducer during the reception process. Here, we will assume that the 
voltage received by the transducer is proportional to the average 
received normal velocity, <vz> , where the velocity is given by 
V z (l/iwp)Clp/Clz 
The corresponding av erage velocity is 
I/na 2 Ja V z2nrdr (8) 
where r is the radial location of an arbitrary point on the transducer 
surface. However, because the scattered waves in eq. (6) are in terms of 
spherical waves, the calculation of <vz> is not directly possible. Thus, 
we first transform the spherical waves in eq. (6) to cylindrical waves 
via [5]. 
-exp(i I z lo)~dV0 (9) 
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where 
o 
Then the calculation of V z and its average, <vz> , can be carried out 
explicitly. We find 
with 
( 10) 
( I I ) 
(12) 
( 13) 
Equation (11) is an exact result. It gives the average velocity received 
by a transducer from an arbitrary scatterer on the axis of that 
transducer, assurning the transducer acts as a uniform piston source. 
Unfortunately, Eq. (11) is not in a form suitable for practical 
evaluation because it involves the calculation of two semi-infinite 
integrals and two semi-infinite summations, as well as requiring the 
calculation of an infinite set of T-matrix values. 
High frequency Cstationary phase) approximation 
To turn eq. (11) into a more useful form, we first note that both 
the integrals I~ and I~ are of a form that we have encountered before in 
our flat-bottom hole and sphere models and can, as we have shown 
previously, be evaluated explicitly by the method of stationary phase for 
ka»l [1], [2]. Since most ultrasonic transducers operate at wavelengths 
considerably smaller than the transducer radius, this high frequency 
approximation is not likely to be violated in most testing situations. 
Following the procedures outlined in [1], therefore, we obtain explicitly 
( I LI) 
( j 5) 
where the angle a is from the edge of the transducer to the origin of the 
coordinates as shown in Fig. 2. 
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It is interesting that when these expressions are placed back into 
eq. (11), the resulting expression contains four terms, each of which can 
be given a physical interpretation in terms of direct and edge wave 
"ray-like" contributions just as in our previous flat-bottom hole and 
sphere models [2]. These terms can be made even more explicit by noting 
that the far-field scattering amplitude of an arbitrary scatterer due to 
an incident plane wave can be written, in T-matrix form, as 
co p co m 
1/k L L L L T pqrnlarnl(-i)P+ly qp(e R ) p-oq--prn-ol--rn ( 16) 
where (9,. oll,) and (9,. oll,) are the spherical coordinates of the incident and 
scattered wave directions, respectively. Then it follows that 
f(O,·;n,·) 1/ i k L ~ T porno ~ (2 m + 1 )( 2 P + 1 ) i P i rn ( l? a) 
P""Offi=O 
< f(O,' ;n- 0., ~r) >" 1/ i k L ~ T porno ~ (2 m + 1)( 2 P + 1 ) 
p .. om-o 
.p p(coso.)i Pi rn (l7b) 
I/i k L ~ T porno ~ (2 m + 1 )( 2 P + 1) 
p=om=o 
( 17 c) 
1/ik L ~ Tpomo~(2m+ 1)(2p+ I)PmCcosa) 
p·om-o 
.p p(coso.)i Pi rn 
where the brackets indicate an average over either the incident or 
scattered <l>-angle, i. e. 
(2n 
1/2n)~_o 
m 
(m=i,r) 
( 17d) 
and an argument of f is omitted if it is independent of that argument. 
An examination of eq. (11) shows that it contains each of the four 
terms in eqs. (17a-d) so that we have, finally 
-coso. exp[ik(zo+~a2+zn]ik<f(0,.;n-o.'~r»~, 
( 18) 
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Equation (18) is our general near-field measurement model result. 
It shows that for ka»l the average velocity received from an arbitrary 
scatterer can be written in an explicit form in terms of four (suitably 
averaged) plane wave far-field scattering amplitudes. Since computing 
plane wave scattering amplitudes can be done by a variety of methods, 
including separation of variables (for a sphere), numerical methods 
(boundary elements, T-matrix methods, etc.) and approximate methods. 
(Born, Kirchhoff, low frequency approximations, etc.), eq. (18) gives a 
general "template" to place these calculations into and obtain the 
measured response in a pulse-echo reference scattering setup. Below, we 
illustrate this procedure for the cases of cylindrical and spherical 
scatterers. 
Special cases 
Far-field Limit 
When the angle a is small, the far-field scattering amplitudes 
appearing in eq. (18) are all nearly independent of 4> and cosa ~ 1 so that 
we obtain approximately 
·f(O,·;n,·) ( j 9) 
which is identical in form to that obtained using the far-field 
measurement model of Thompson and Gray[4]. In the far-field limit we see 
that the transducer diffracted wavefields and scatterer responses 
decouple and the measured response is proportional to the backscattered 
far-field scattering amplitude of the scatterer. In the near-field, eg. 
(18) shows that the transducer and scatterer responses are inherently 
intermixed. 
Axisymmetric Scatterer 
Many reference scatterers that are used in calibration setups, such 
as the sphere, are axisymmetric in geometry. In this case eq. (18) 
simplifies even further and we obtain 
+cosa eXP[2ik)a2+z~]ik<f(a";Jl-a'~r»$) (20) 
where all the averages are gone except for the last "edge to edge" term 
[1]. Two special cases that are of this type are the cylindrical 
scatterer (Fig. 3a) and the sphere (Fig. 3b). In the Kirchhoff 
approximation we find, for a rigid cylinder 
f(O,';n) 
f(O,·;n-a,·) -ikbJ 1 (kbsina)/ksina 
f(a,·;n,·) -ikbcosa J 1 (kbsina)/ksina 
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< f (a, . ; n - a, <1>,) >~, -ikb2cosa[J~(kbsina) + Jf(kbsina))/2 
which agree with the analogous results we obtained earlier in our 
flat-bottom hole model. Similarly, for a rigid spherical scatterer in 
the Kirchhoff approximation, we obtain explicitly 
f(O,·;n,·) b exp(-2ikb)/2 
f(O,';n-a,') b exp(-2ikb cosa/2)/2 
f(a,·;n,·) b exp(-2ikb cosa/2)/2 
f 2" <fCa,·;n:-a,<p,». = b/4n: eXP[-ikb~2+2cos2a+2sin 2 aco s <Pr ] 
, . 
", b/2exp[ -ikbJ2 + 2cosa]J .(kbsin 2 a / ~2 + 2cos 2 a) 
for small a 
Again, these reduce to our previous results for the sphere. Thus , 
we see our earlier model results [1] [2] are contained as special cases 
of our general expression, eq. (18). 
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b 
Fig. 3 
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3a. Scattering geometry for a rigid cylindrical scatterer . 
3b. Scattering geometry for a rigid spherical scatterer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown how a near-field measurement model can be developed to 
predict the pulse echo response of an arbitrary scatterer on the axis of 
a piston transducer in a fluid. The model generalizes our earlier 
flat-bottom hole and sphere scattering models and reduces to the 
far-field measurement model of Thompson and Gray when the scatterer is in 
the transducer far-field. Since our model is not restricted to far-field 
conditions, it effectively extends the Thompson-Gray model into the 
near-field for this problem and can be used to estimate model errors 
present when far-field conditions are not satisfied exactly. The 
generality and simplicity of the model should allow it to serve as an 
important ingredient in a variety of quantitative ultrasonic calibration 
and standards procedures. 
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